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Dear well-wishers, 

Preface 

“Arise, Awake and Stop not the goal is achieved.” This clarion call given by a great philosopher 

and saint ‘Swami Vivekananda’ a century ago still very relevant for us and electrifying a great 

current into our veins i.e. “An amazing make-over’s and new-dimensions in the field of 

education.” 

 Our efforts, in spite of all obstructions viz. a perennial political deadlock, unconducive 

social atmosphere etc., getting fruition to lofty and powerful ideal is to “Constitute the citizen 

of tomorrow” not only by imparting the wholesome education through which we try to give a 

corrective to the entire outlook of man but our instant strive to touch, chasten and culture all 

the aspects of human personality. We proudly acclaim that tangible outcomes have started to 

flourish; our brilliant ex-scholars are taking-up important position in the life of Nation. Many 

are in abroad trying their best to achieve their cherished goal through higher studies in various 

disciplines.  

Consequential Events remained in progress 

1. NEW-ADMISSION: 

KBS has progressed far ahead in accepting new admission year by year within its 

potential to cope the things very prudently. This year too, its strength increased up to 

1000 approximately.  We believe that this challenging task will be overcome successfully 

in years to come. 

 

2. 6th May, An auspicious co-incidence:  

It is privilege of KBS to pay humble tribute to great departed soul on 6th may every year 

but an exceptional, rare and natural co-incidence fallen on 6th May, two imposing 

figures, One lord Buddha “deity of late Pema Rinzin” observed the birth anniversary and 

simultaneously “Death anniversary of Pema Rigzin”. 



Needless to say school could not solemnize the celebration on this auspicious co-

incidence due to National holiday but our sincere reverence is regarded important for 

the sake of his ever lasting memory. 

        3. Our girls in medical services: 

Our girls are naturally being motivated to join medical services to serve their mankind 

by “Mother Teresa” and “Florence Nightingale”. This is why their preference and choice 

to medical services are rightly approaching with a proper perspective of the aims and 

objectives. 

Nursing is the most suitable and feasible job within their accessibility and they 

have rightly proved their worth to this noble task. Miss Chandrakala Raichhetri and 

Ranjana Tamang have got selected in a competitive exam for nursing at National level. 

It needs no saying they have proved their ability and deserving potential for the limited 

seats. Obviously KBS’s claim is worthwhile for their selection. 

       4. A consistence and successful event: 

Man is spontaneously equipped with infinite potential. Creativity, drive, imagination etc. 

are naturally embraced with every human being. No matter such various disciplines 

blossom in according their choice and preferences, KBS in fact, strives to polish their 

talent in wake of securing its worth enormously for the sublime cause and objectivity. 

G.D. (Group Discussion) is a very coeval task started before three years touching its 

great height of success. A very strong consistent, promising and elite section of KBS 

proving its best in every manner, not only this but a scientific study of man’s potential is 

also rubbing along with, as a result, KBS is capable of eschewing its scholars from getting 

involved in undesirable and unwanted activities. 

         5. A constant strong and consolidated outcome 

S.L.C, as a matter of fact has become a horse race for KBS. Our outcomes touching 

greater and finer heights year by year, still an amazing and cherished landmark is away 

from its approach but this year too, we proved ourselves so far so good. 21 excellent 

distinction, 89% is the highest score. Remaining is 1st division, except one is 2nd 

division. 

         6. Co-curricular, a colossal view 

Everyone is endowed with varying degrees of intelligence and aptitude with an outlook 

of working-up its greatest potential resides with human excellence and extra-ordinary 

knowledge. KBS avails opportunity to get embraced in such creative activities to its 

scholars in order to lubricate their hidden talent. 

 



Program-List 

 

 

S.No. Type Title Group 

1. English Symposium People’s participation in Development Senior 

2. Nepali Debate Women education v/s Woman Dowry Senior 

3. 
Drawing 

Competition 
--- All 

4. 
Hand writing 

competition 
--- All 

5. General Quiz --- Junior 

6. English Debate 
Growing flexibility in Gender roles relevant or 

irrelevant 
Senior 

7. Math-Science Quiz --- Senior 

8. 
Open Nepali Poem 

competition 
--- Junior 

9. English Quiz --- Sub-Junior 

10. Computer Quiz --- Senior 

 

       7. Our scholars - best in the field activities 

KBS is serving all over aspects relevant to all over development of man’s personality in 

wake of securing its objectivity even outside the premises. Our institution encourages 

the pupils to participate in a “field and track” activities. Not only the participation but 



remarkable achievements could have been accomplished in the inter-school open road 

marathon competition organized on Martyr’s Day. Our two scholars remained 2nd and 

3rd, Shri Krishna Paneru and Dorje Tamang respectively. 

        8. An effusive welcome 

KBS offered an effusive welcome to its most VIP from Norway, their auspicious arrival to 

our threshold is of very special significance and interest to us. Although their frequent 

comings give us a strong impetus all the while but every visit seems to be new and 

magnificent. This year too on 7th November 2012, KBS family has witnessed the 

presence and fully enjoyed the company of Noble dignitaries’ esp. Dr Vilhelm’s presence 

and his invigorating speech gave us new enthusiasm and strength. We are dreadfully 

much fulsome for his great and sublime blessings to us. 

        9. Children’s Day 

This is a privilege of our children to have a great joy and cheers on this day. KBS provides 

a special opportunity in participating inter-house talent show. Prizes are given away to 

the winners. 

     10. BEST out of the BEST 

We feel delighted and professed with our skillful manoeuvre which has finally brought 

forth a satisfactory outcome, good enough for self congratulation, which we proudly 

want to share with others. This output is in perfect accord with our commitment 

mentioned in our preface. KBS won the two 1st prizes. 1st one in Quiz competition as 

well as 1st in painting competition + one consolation in painting competition organized 

by SAARC Tuberculosis and HIV Aids centre (SIAC) and SAARC Information Centre (SIC) 

on the occasion of 27th SAARC Charter Day on 8th December 2012 at Kathmandu. 

We gratefully acknowledge our sincere thanks and heartfelt congratulations to 

Miss Kelsang Youdon (class X), Tsering Yangzom Lama (IX), and Babin Poudel (X) for 

obtaining 1st in quiz. Mr. Safal Lama (IX) and Dondhup Lama (VII) deserve our sincere 

and big thanks for winning 1st and consolation prize in painting respectively. 

 

    11. A sublime and dedicated efforts with big thanks 

Education is panacea for all our evils. Keeping this end in view, the KBS family running a 

no. of institutions devoted to Education. 

The good consequence is that our well wishers and supporters are getting 

multiplied in extending their sublime for the very best cause. We earnestly hope that all 

the extended assistance will get and touch the best of most cherished desire of yours. 

Our sincere thanks are always due to approaching your pursuits. 

 



12. KBS JUMLA 

The teachers and children at KBS JUMLA were overwhelmed with joy in year 2012 with the    

effort of Cynthia (In time trust), the Purple Cake Foundation provided fund to set-up a library 

for the children. Ms. Cynthia Mcconville and Mrs. Akky Leurink inaugurated the library on Sept. 

20, 2012 at Jumla. Moreover we received musical instruments from Mrs. Akky Leurink as a 

donation for the school. They all deserve heartily thanks from all of us at Jumla.    

13. KBS HUMLA 

     It was a peaceful year with some small but important achievement by the students in 

different academic and non academic competitions at different occasions. The school is 

providing quality education with good facilities and has filled a vacuum in Simikot, Humla. 

Generally people are happy with the performance of the school.  

        

          ‘MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR’ 

“May these days touch in the most enjoyable way where your aspirations touch 

the sky and your efforts reach brighter purview.”  

       

 

 

   

 


